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Abstract
Phishing is a form of online identity theft in which the attacker attempts to fraudulently retrieve a legitimate user's account information, logon credentials or identity information in general. The compromised information is then used for withdrawing money online, taking out cash advances, or making purchases of goods and services on the accounts.

Various solutions have been proposed and developed in response to phishing. As phishing is a business problem, the solutions target both non-technical and technical areas. This paper investigates the current anti-phishing solutions and critically reviews their usage, security weaknesses and their effectiveness.

The analysis of these models points to a conclusion that technology alone will not completely stop phishing. What is necessary is a multi-tiered, organised approach: user awareness, technical and non-technical solutions should work together.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Phishing is a form of online scam with the aim of stealing or laundering money. In the simplest form, phishers use a replica of an existing web page to deceive a user into submitting personal or financial data, such as account usernames and passwords. There are different ways to get the user to visit the fake websites and the type of targeted websites also varies. The main targets are banks, but merchants, such as Amazon [2], payment sites (PayPal [21]), online auctions (eBay [7]) and even gambling websites (PartyPoker [20]) are attacked as well.

Becoming a victim of a phishing attack can lead to direct financial losses for the customer. The targeted financial institution will also suffer financial losses such as recovery and repair costs and their reputation may also be damaged. The phishing attacks are becoming so expensive that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) mandated that all online banks in the US would need to improve their authentication technologies, as single-factor authentication methodologies may not provide sufficient protection for Internet-based financial services [8]. Phishing has also become a major concern for Internet Service Providers (ISPs), with pressure coming from both users who demand that service providers do more to protect them from attacks, and from the financial institutions targeted by these attacks [16].

In the past, most of the security attacks were committed by single individuals out of curiosity, or to show that a system could be cracked. As the number of people using the Internet for financial applications increased, the reasons have changed. With financial gain as the primary reason, criminals, phishers, spammers and hackers closely cooperate with each other, in order to perform their attacks more efficiently. A study carried out by Abad [1] that involved monitoring chat rooms that phishers used, found that the phishing economy is comprised of many participants that play specialized roles that overlap with other online communities.

A typical phishing attack involves sending an email to multiple email addresses requesting some urgent update of user’s existing account information. The email contains a convenient link to allow the user to perform the required task. The link usually leads to a spoofed website. This is known as classical or deceptive phishing attack [4]. However, new types of phishing attacks do not only exploit careless Internet users but also use the security flaws of the Internet and the underlying computing platforms [10].
## 2 ANTI-PHISHING MODELS

Most e-commerce applications are designed with the assumptions that the user should be educated to follow good security practices when using sensitive services. Phishers recognised this as the weakest point in the online business. The result is the fast increase in the number of successful phishing attacks.

As the number of phishing attacks is increasing and the potential negative impact on e-commerce has been recognised, many security companies, research institutions and university researchers are tackling the problem of phishing. The solutions offered vary in the same way that phishing methods vary.

There have been many proposals for adding security toolbars to web browsers to display warnings or security information if a phishing website is detected. Browser indicators such as location bar information, Secure Socket Layer (SSL) warnings or certificate information, tell the user whether to trust a server. Examples are:

- Microsoft Phishing Filter, the built in phishing filters in Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 [18] web browser.
- McAfee SiteAdvisor Plus [17], designed to detect not just phishing websites but any sites that send spam or offer downloads containing spyware.
- Netcraft Toolbar [19], displays trustworthiness of the accessed site, hosting country, the name of the organisations hosting the site and the domain registration date. Most phishing sites are short lived and a significant number of phishing sites are registered in a different country to where the spoofed site is based [3].

These anti-phishing toolbars incorporate various methods to detect phishing sites. Most of the commercial products (e.g. Google Toolbar for Firefox) do not reveal the algorithms used. Wenyin et al. [26] propose a method to detect phishing web pages based on visual similarity. It compares legitimate and suspicious web pages in three metrics: block level similarity, layout similarity, and overall style similarity. If any of these metrics are higher than a preset threshold, the owner will be alerted and can then take action to prevent potential phishing attacks and hence protect its brand and reputation. Fu [9] proposes a phishing web page detection method using Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) based visual similarity of web pages. Both legitimate and suspected phishing pages are preprocessed into an image signature. The visual similarity of these images is calculated using the EMD method. When the visual similarity value is higher than a threshold, the suspected web page is classified as a phishing web page.

Another approach to differentiate the phishing sites from the spoofed legitimate sites is by using so called Dynamic Security Skins proposed by Dhamija [5]. Dhamija proposes to use a randomly generated visual hash to customize the browser window or web form elements to indicate successfully authenticated sites.

AntiPhish [15], is a browser extension that tracks the sensitive information of a user and generates warnings whenever the user attempts to give away this information to a website that is considered untrusted. The user associates a set of credentials with a particular website. Whenever the user enters their protected credentials the extension checks to make sure the user is at the appropriate site. A warning message is issued if a registered credential does not match up with the appropriate site.

Site-specific passwords authentication is based on the assumption that most users perform their financial transactions from the same machines. These authorised computers are registered together with the customer account, and their presence is used as a second factor authentication. Therefore, even if the phishers succeeds in taking the user’s password, the transaction will fail, as it does not originate from a registered machine.

A similar approach is to authenticate the web server’s domain by combining it with the user password. PwdHash [22] is a browser-extension that replaces a users password with a one way hash of the password and the domain name. As a result, the web server only receives a domain-specific hash of the password instead of the password itself.

The Passpet system [29] generates unique passwords for each site. The user only enters one password and Passpet generates different passports for each site/account. The user assigns site labels (petnames) to help securely identifies sites. It is implemented as browser extension and is available for public download [30].

Jakobsson [14] proposes a new authentication protocol called Delayed Password Disclosure that provides the user with dynamic visual feedback while entering password. It allows users to stop entering their password if they obtain feedback that they do not recognize. The protocol relies on the average user’s ability to recognise or rather, notice an incorrect image returned. It is not proposed what type of user interface would be suitable. That is left to the user interface designer.

Gouda et al. [12] proposes an anti-phishing single password protocol that allows a user to securely use one single password and one single user name for multiple accounts. The protocol, which they named Single Password Protocol (SPP), uses two techniques: challenge/response and one-time server-specific tickets. This protocol also mitigates phishing attacks because what an attacker obtains is a one-time ticket that is specific to the malicious server (i.e., the
domain hosting the malicious web page), and this one-time server-specific ticket cannot be successfully played anywhere else.

Most two-factor authentication systems use shared secrets, tokens (USB token devices, smart cards, or password-generating tokens), or biometrics. Shared secrets are questions that are asked during the authentication process, which a fraudster would be unlikely be able to answer. Security of this approach depends on how unique it is relating to the user.

RSA Security [23] proposes that each website consumer be provided with an RSA SecurID authenticator which generates a new, unpredictable code every 60 seconds which can be combined with a Personal Identification Number (PIN) to implement strong, two-factor authentication. It provides protection against the majority of password phishing attempts because the one-time passcode changes every 60 seconds.

Wu et al. [28] designed a new solution, called Web Wallet that would allow a user to submit their sensitive information online. It deactivates all login forms in the browser and the user has to press a special security key to enter sensitive data. The wallet verifies the credibility of the website. It detects phishing attacks by determining where users intend to submit their information and suggests an alternative safe path to their intended site if the current site does not match it. The user has to choose the destination site from the offered list.

Some researchers are trying to find more comprehensive solutions. For example, Gajek et al. [10] propose a security architecture to protect against deception phishing and malware based phishing attacks.

3 ANTI-PHISHING MODELS SECURITY ANALYSIS

Various anti-phishing models are being proposed in order to prevent phishing attacks. Most of them concentrate on a specific aspect of how we use the Internet to conduct online business.

The most widely used countermeasure used to detect the ongoing attack is user awareness, i.e. understanding the technology. Unfortunately, an average user does not know how to find or interpret the browser’s basic security indicators [5]. The user is required to learn not to click on links in an email, making sure that ‘https’ is being used or check the Uniform Resource Locators (URL) at the browser’s toolbar. Even if they click on the lock icon indicating a Secure Socket Layer/Transport Layer Security (SSL/TLS) session has been established, very few users would be able to determine if the server certificate is valid or fake, or whether is issued by reputable authority. The average user seems to rely on indicators used in the non-digital world, i.e. the logo, and familiar look and feel [14]. To make the problem worse, users are not aware how easy it is to create web pages that look exactly the same as the legitimate web page. Users are preoccupied with their main task, rather than deciphering security indicators. Especially, as some browser plug-ins show that something is wrong, but they do not suggest an alternative to finish the required task (e.g. AntiPhish [15]).

Models, such as [9, 26], that compare visual similarity between the legitimate and the spoofed site, require the crawling of websites to spot the spoofed ones. They also require fast update of the black lists of phishing websites. Judging by SPAM proliferation, which also uses black lists, the anti-phishing organisations need to be much faster than the phishers. The Anti-Phishing Working Group reported in April 2007 [13] that phishing websites were online for an average 3.8 days and the longest time online for a site was 27 days. So, discovering the phishing sites and updating blacklists needs to be done in a very short period of time.

Models that propose creating site-specific passwords are less costly and more usable than other hardware-based authentication. However, they are susceptible to a range of attacks. For example, the malware based phishing in which the dedicated computer becomes a botnet [24]. Also, transmitting the computer identity information is vulnerable to a Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack. PwdHash and Passpet systems can work against classical phishing, providing no Domain Name System (DNS) based attack is present.

Dynamic Security Skins [5] differentiates the phishing sites from the spoofed legitimate sites, but it does not provide security for scenarios where the user login is from a public terminal. It also does not protect against malware based attacks.

Models that utilise the creation of site-specific passwords, such as [28, 29] are vulnerable to attacks that emulate the user interface. To overcome possible security loopholes in an HTML page that has JavaScript, AntiPhish [15] deactivates JavaScript every time the focus is on an HTML text element and to reactivates it whenever the focus is lost.

Methods that generate tokens are vulnerable to phishing attacks in which the economic damage takes place while the token is valid. For example, if RSA SecurID [23] is used, even if the phisher has obtained the password and passcode, that combination will need to be used within 60 seconds.
The models analysed so far do not protect against malware based phishing. According to [10], for malware based phishing it is not difficult to fake security indicators (e.g. URL) or modify the system configuration. Key-loggers are used to record all keystrokes entered by a user. User's credentials used to access various online services are then altered. As the anti-key logging techniques were deployed by various organisations, screen-grabbers were invented. Screen-grabbers record the whole or a part of a screen image regularly. Gajek et al. [10] propose a compartmented security architecture which aims to protect against both classical and malware based phishing. The security of the proposed system seems to be efficient against current malware based attack. The problem with this model would be deployment. It builds up on the Trusted Computing Group [25] platform and would require hardware and software changes for mass deployment.

Table 1: Weaknesses of selected models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Security toolbars [17-19]</td>
<td>The browser indicators (e.g. URL, SSL lock) can be easily forged.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Many users ignore warnings provided by anti-phishing toolbars [31], [6], [27].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Small area, users do not notice it on time as security is a secondary goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detecting visual similarity of web pages [5, 26]</td>
<td>Crawling of websites to spot the spoofed ones, short period to update blacklists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PwdHash [22]</td>
<td>Password reflection attacks can be used by a phisher to obtain a user’s site-specific hashed password.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PassPet [29]</td>
<td>DNS based attack.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Security Skins [5]</td>
<td>Does not provide security for scenarios where the user login is from a public terminal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Does not protect against malware.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web Wallet [28]</td>
<td>Easy to emulate user interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Password Protocol [12]</td>
<td>Vulnerable to MITM attack in the time frame in which passcode/token is valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA SecurID [23]</td>
<td>Vulnerable to MITM attack in the time frame in which passcode/token is valid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trusted computing [10]</td>
<td>Significant software and hardware changes for massive deployment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Password Disclosure [14]</td>
<td>Relies on average user’s ability to recognise or rather, notice an incorrect image returned.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The weaknesses of the selected models are presented in the Table 1. Each of the analysed models has a security weakness which makes it just a matter of time before it is exploited. For example, a DNS based attack for PassPet [29], or a password reflection attack for PwdHash [22]. Others, like [10], are more robust, but unrealistic to deploy on large scale and protect the most vulnerable, average skilled users. The majority of the models rely heavily on the user to notice provided security indicators and then make the decision as whether to proceed with the intended task or not. However, phishing is an old type of scam adapted for the new cyber society and its weakest point is the user.
4 CONCLUSION

Current anti-phishing efforts concentrate on specific aspects of how we use the Internet to conduct online business: training users how to use the Internet safely; adding various plug-ins to the web browsers in order to warn the user if the phishing site is suspected; using stronger authentication protocols than just userID and password.

Various security policies and technical solutions which can help to protect against phishing should be available to the user by default. It is unrealistic to expect a user to decide whether a site is genuine or not. The user should also be educated about the general law pertaining to phishing and what steps he/she needs to take in case of being phished. Legislative institutions should also impose valid technology measures on to the service providers. As the laws are only as effective as the technology used to track suspects down, technology research bodies should work on the solutions that will help forensics to discover phishing websites faster, take them down and convict phishers.

Based on the analysis of the anti-phishing models, a conclusion is that technology alone will not completely stop phishing. An integrated approach on multiple levels should help to mitigate phishing effects. User awareness, technical and non-technical measures should be combined to reduce the success rate of phishing attacks.
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